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Markets await RBA decision  
The 4:30pm RBA decision is the major event today. The past few weeks have seen a sizeable drop in Australian 
yields, with the bellwether 3-year Australian government bond yield (2.93%) down 70bps since peaking in mid-June 
and we have seen RBA market pricing pared back by close to 90bps (225bp of further hikes over 2022). A similar 
dynamic has happened for NZ (about 175bp for 2022).  Current market pricing for July (about 40bps for the RBA and 
45bps for the RBNZ) has also been dampened, likely reflecting concerns over domestic/global growth, but in our 
view the inflation outlook still warrants a front-loaded pace of hikes, including 50bp July rate hikes by both trans-
Tasman cousins (to 1.35% for the RBA and 2.50% for the RBNZ). 

It has been a quiet start to the week, with no major data out, and with US markets shut for Independence Day. 
Market action was generally listless and cautious given worries over slowing global growth and high rates of 
inflation that show few signs of returning to generally acceptable levels.   

Equities were generally becalmed. European stocks opened higher, with gains generally fading during the session on 
mostly light trading volumes (Euro Stoxx 50 +0.1%, FTSE 100 +0.9%, Dax -0.3%). US equity futures were still pointing 
slightly lower. Stocks in the Asia Pacific region were mixed with gains in NZ, Australia and Japan (lower yields being 
supportive) and China, but with falls in Hong Kong and South Korea given growth jitters.  

European Government bond yields retraced earlier falls. UK gilt yields were 11-13bps higher across the curve (10Y 
2.19%), with German bunds up around 10bps (10Y 1.33%). Italian yields posted larger gains, given heightened 
political tensions of the Draghi government (10Y +16bps to 3.23%). Australian bond yields were down slightly with a 
flatter curve and with a marginal paring back in RBA market pricing despite stronger than expected building 
approvals and lending data. 

Global commodity prices were mixed, with gains for energy, but falls generally elsewhere. Global oil prices 
extended earlier gains, underpinned by worries over tight supplies. Near-term contract prices for WTI (USD111 per 
barrel) and Brent (USD114 per barrel) were up around 2% overnight to be up more than 45% in USD since the start 
of the year but up more than 60% in NZD terms. Ouch 

There was little market reaction to the generally light European dataflow. Eurozone producer prices rose 0.7% in 
May (mkt: +0.9% mom) with annual inflation moderating to a still-hefty 36.3%. Eurozone Sentix investor confidence 
slumped to -26.4 (mkt: -20), a 2-year low. 

Local wrap:  The start of the week saw further retracement of NZ yields, with swap and government bond yields 
down roughly 10bps across 2-10 year tenors and with lower yields across longer-dated bank bill contracts. The NZD 
pared earlier falls. The NZX 50 posted a 1% gain (still down 17% for the year).  

FX comment: There was a modest pullback in safe-haven currencies, with the yen, Swiss franc and USD largely on 
the outer. Higher energy prices provided a boost to NOK, CAD, and the AUD, supporting the NZD. The NZD edged 
above 91 Australian cents yesterday morning, but this proved to be short-lived with the kiwi now 90.4 Australian 
cents. Having earlier dipped below the key 0.62 USD support, the NZD has traded in a 0.6200 to 0.6260 USD range 
overnight. Fears over global recession are expected to cap the NZD and AUD going forward. 

Day ahead: The NZIER QSBO at 10am that should highlight weak activity metrics, elevated pricing and costs and 
intense capacity constraints signifying stagflationary conditions in the business sector. Our focus then shifts across 
the Tasman, with our CBA colleagues expecting the RBA to keep front-load policy tightening with a 50bp hike to the 
cash rate (to 1.35%). Final June readings for services PMI’s are out for Australia, China, Eurozone, the UK, with US 
May factory orders/durable goods also out. There are no scheduled FOMC comments until Thursday morning’s Fed 
Minutes, with the UK Financial Stability Report and a few speeches by BOE and ECB policymakers out tonight.  
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under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6203 0.1% NZD/SEK 6.418 0.5% NZX WMP 4090.0 -1.3% Dow 31097 1.0%

NZD/AUD 0.9040 -0.6% NZD/DKK 4.428 0.2% Gold $/o 1808.2 -0.2% S&P 500 3825 1.1%

NZD/EUR 0.5951 0.1% NZD/THB 22.2 0.4% WTI Oil $/b 108.4 2.5% NASDAQ 11128 0.9%

NZD/JPY 84.18 0.4% AUD/USD 0.6861 0.7% Money Market (%) FTSE 7233 0.9%

NZD/GBP 0.5125 0.2% EUR/USD 1.042 0.0% 90 Day BB 2.83 -0.02 CAC-40 5955 0.4%

NZD/CAD 0.7975 -0.1% USD/JPY 135.7 0.3% OCR 2.00 0.00 DAX 12773 -0.3%

NZD/CHF 0.5964 0.1% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 21830 -0.1%

NZD/HKD 4.867 -1.5% NZ 3.63 -0.09 1yr 3.67 -0.02 Nikkei 26154 0.8%

NZD/SGD 0.8659 0.0% US 2.88 0.00 2yr 3.80 -0.10 ASX200 6613 1.1%

NZD/CNH 4.154 0.2% Aust 3.57 -0.03 5yr 3.79 -0.12 NZX50 10862 0.0%
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